Commonly preserved and species-specific gyral folding patterns across primate brains.
Cortical folding pattern analysis is very important to understand brain organization and development. Since previous studies mostly focus on human brain cortex, the regularity and variability of cortical folding patterns across primate brains (macaques, chimpanzees and human) remain largely unknown. This paper presents a novel computational framework to identify common or unique gyral folding patterns in macaque, chimpanzee and human brains using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data. We quantitatively characterize gyral folding patterns via hinge numbers with cortical surfaces constructed from MRI data, and identify 6 common three-hinge gyral folds that exhibit consistent anatomical locations across these three species as well as 2 unique three hinges in macaque, 6 ones in chimpanzee and 14 ones in human. A novel morphology descriptor is then applied to classify three-hinge gyral folds, and the increasing complexity is identified among the species analyzed. This study may provide novel insights into the regularity and variability of the cerebral cortex from developmental perspective and may potentially facilitate novel neuroimage analyses such as cortical parcellation with correspondences across species in the future.